Detection of phospho-STAT5 in mast cells: a reliable phenotypic marker of systemic mast cell disease that reflects constitutive tyrosine kinase activation.
Systemic mastocytosis (SM) is characterized by the abnormal proliferation and accumulation of mast cells (MCs). Constitutive activation of kit, a receptor tyrosine kinase (TK), has been associated with all types of SM. Signal transducers and activators of transcription (STATs), such as STAT5, mediate downstream kit signalling. We hypothesized that nuclear phospho-STAT5 (pSTAT5) in MCs might reflect TK activation and would be a marker of abnormal MCs in SM. Expression of tryptase, CD25, CD2 and pSTAT5 was evaluated by immunohistochemistry (IHC) on archival cases of SM and cutaneous mastocytosis (CM). pSTAT5 was detected in 23/23 of SM and 1/9 of CM MC nuclei. 23/23 SM had CD25 + MCs. Control tissue MCs were negative for pSTAT5. Nuclear pSTAT5 in MCs from SM reflects abnormal TK activation. We propose nuclear pSTAT5 positivity in MCs as an additional minor phenotypic criterion for diagnosis of SM in future World Health Organization classification schemes.